Kinetic properties of ASC protein aggregation in epithelial cells.
Apoptosis-associated speck-like protein with CARD domain (ASC), an adaptor protein composed of caspase recruitment and pyrin domains, can efficiently self-associate to form a large spherical structure, called a speck. Although ASC aggregation is generally involved with both inflammatory processes and apoptosis, the detailed dynamics of speck formation have not been characterized. In this report, speck formation in HeLa cells transfected with ASC is examined by time-lapse live-imaging by confocal laser scanning microscopy. The results show that ASC aggregation is a very rapid and tightly regulated process. Prior to speck formation, soluble ASC aggregation is a low probability event, and the affinity of ASC subunits for one another is very low. Following a speck nucleation event, the affinity for further addition of ASC subunits increases dramatically, and aggregation is a highly energetically favorable reaction (Gibbs free energy approximately -40 kJ/mol). This leads to a rapid depletion of soluble ASC, making it highly unlikely that a second speck will form inside the same cell and assuring that speck formation is "all or none," with a well-defined end point. Comparison with kinetic models of the aggregation process indicates diffusion, instead of active transport, is the dominant process for speck growth. Though speck formation and aggresome formation share some properties, we show that the two processes are distinct.